BATTERY
MELTER

G43860

FOR MELTING OF HARD WAX
AND CERAMIC FILLER

Maintain, Clean and Repair like the professionals

www.picobello-shop.us

IT‘S JUST SO EASY...
The Picobello Battery Melter is designed for the melting of fillers like hard wax and ceramic filler. The melter is powered by
3 x AA size batteries. The melter has a curved tip for mixing and optimal handling of the fillers - even in corners and edges.
Handling and operation are simple.
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Uses: To operate the melter, you require three 1.5V AA batteries. Insert
the batteries as shown in the picture. Before operating the melter, take
off protective cap. and set the yellow slide to the„ON“ position. To heat
the melter, press and hold down the blue button for 10-15 seconds.
A red light indicates that the melter is heating up. Should the Hard
Wax start smoking during melting, release the „ON“ button – the tip
cools down slowly. You can increase the temperature at any time while
pressing the„ON“ button. Please do not forget to replace the cap when
melter is no longer needed.
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Safety Instructions for Battery Melter: Always store melter with cap
fitted and ensure ON/OFF switch is set to OFF position. Tip becomes
hot during operation. Never bring the tool into contact with water.
After operation, allow tip to cool down before storage. Always turn off
melter after operation, while pushing the switch into the OFF position.

Disposal of electrical and electronic appliances and components:
For the sake of our environment and in order to recycle as completely
as possible the raw materials used, the end-user is requested to deliver
used or defective appliances to a public waste collection point for
electronic scrap. A crossed-out wheeled bin symbol indicates that the
product is to be delivered to a collection point for electronic scrap to
ensure that raw materials are recycled in the best possible way. Thus,
you fulfil your legal duties and contribute to environmental protection!
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